The sending of information at the present time requires the speed and providing protection for it. So compression of the data is used in order to provide speed and encryption is used in order to provide protection. In this paper a proposed method is presented in order to provide compression and security for the secret information before sending it. The proposed method based on especial keys with MTF transform method to provide compression and based on RNA coding with MTF encoding method to provide security. The proposed method based on multi secret keys. Every key is designed in an especial way. The main reason in designing these keys in special way is to protect these keys from the predication of the unauthorized users.
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Introduction
Data compression is primarily a branch of information theory [1] . The definition of Data Compression may be phrased as the encoding the data with the use of a small number of bits instead of the original representation. There are 2 kinds of compression, known as lossless and lossy. The latter type is an approach of data encoding, where the compression is performed via the discarding/eliminating a portion of the data. This is typically utilized in multimedia data, specifically in applications such as streaming media and internet telephony. In those application a certain degree of information loss might be tolerable. Dropping the non-necessary detail from the data may be beneficial in saving storage space. The lossless type of compression may be identified as the reduction of bits via the identification and elimination of the statistical redundancy. This type of compression is
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Gbashi Iraqi Journal of Science, 2017 , Vol. 58, No.2C, pp: 1149 -1158 1150 reversible of lossy compression, in a way that the exaction of the genuine data that is to be reconstructed from the compressed data. Lossless compression may be utilized for images, audios and so on, but more commonly it's utilized for text data such as executable programs, text documents and source codes. There are several various methods for measuring the efficiency of a compression algorithm as in equation (1) and equation (2) . The basic concern of performance measures is the efficiency concerning space and time. Following are a set of factors utilized for the evaluation of the efficiency of the lossless approaches [2] .
………………………………. (1) ………………………………... (2) Security is the one of most important concerns in various types of network communications and individual countries as well. Cryptographic approaches become much more valuable for data transmitting via insecure channels [3] .
Encryption is a cryptographic approach which makes it hard to interpret a document for anyone without having the knowledge of the decryption key [4] .Encryption can also be defined as the operation of producing the secret text from the input text by utilizing a private key and encryption algorithm. Plain text is referred to the input text and the cipher text refers to secret text that is generated. Basically there are two categories of the encryption algorithms that are symmetrical key encryption algorithm and asymmetrical key encryption algorithm. In Symmetrical key encryption algorithm a single key is utilized by each of the sender and the receiver but in asymmetrical key algorithm sender and receiver both utilize different keys [5] .
RNA
DNA sequences are used to encrypt information in the encryption of the communication methods, mainly the ones that need a robust data encryption scheme to challenge unauthorized access. DNA sequences, which consist of the following nitrogenous bases: (A, T,C, G), complementary to RNA sequences, which consist of the following: (U, A, G, C). The non-coding segments, called introns in DNA sequences, are removed by splicing and the remaining segments that encode information for protein synthesis, called exons, are assembled in mRNA [6] . Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is a copy of the DNA to get out to the cytoplasm to decide what the cell should do for surviving [7] . In fact, RNA is like DNA in having only four bases, while proteins could include up to 20 amino acids. Permutation of the 4 bases produces 4 3 or 64 triplets [8] .
Move-To-Front Transform
MTFT transform algorithm is almost forgotten that may reduce the universe of information. The MTFT procedure can be described as follows [9] 
It is clear, that the resulted output stream O includes the list L indexes, but the indexes number in the input stream and in output stream stay identical (|I| = |O|). The input stream I is effortless reconstructed by swapping every index (i ∈ O) with the character (s = L[i]), and shifting s to the front of the list L. This procedure considerable as the inverse move-to -front transforms (IMTFT).The configuration of L is identical in both cases: the coding phase and the decoding phase. Basic cause for implementing MTFT in the compression algorithms is that to provide the ability to decrease the information entropy. MTFT phase could be implemented in (n ∈ [1, ∞]) reiterations, where (i + 1) th reiteration utilizes i th reiteration as the input. After n IMTFT phase reiterations, the original stream is then retrieved. Shannon entropy (see equation (3)) is a perfect measure to find the most appropriate MTFT reiterations number for the considered input stream I: 
The proposed method
The proposed method provides compression and security to the secret text based on MTFE method and multi private keys, RNA coding. The compression ratio achieved to 0.75 based on MTF method since each 8 bits will be swapped with 6 bits. The high security that the proposed method achieved based on using the features of common encryption methods like permutation feature according to specific key like DES method and others features. The high security of the proposed method also comes from using multi private keys, since five keys are used and every key has multi potentials which prevent the attacker from knowing the original private keys that are used for the encryption of secret text. The first key is a table consists of 64 elements designed in predefined way between the sender and the receiver where each element has 64 potentials. The second key it's length is 6 numbers these numbers are predefined between the sender and the receiver. The third key is table consists of two columns, the first column will contains binary codes (6 bits) and the second column will contains RNA codon. The fourth key it's length is 3 numbers to make the permutation to RNA codon. The last is a dictionary used to convert from the decimal numbers to binary numbers.
The following two figures and algorithms show the proposed method in both sides: the sender side and the receiver side. 
Output:-The ciphertext
Begin
Step1:-Read the secret text.
Step2:-Convert the secret text characters to binary representation using special dictionary (private key1 which is dictionary contains 64 elements, every element is 6 bits).
Step 3:-Perform permutation to each 6 bits according to special private key 2 its length is 6 bits numbers.
Step 4:-perform convert from the binary codes to RNA codes using private key3 which is special dictionary.
Step 5:-Perform permutation to each RNA codes (3 codes) according to special keys (private key 4) its length is3 numbers.
Step 6:-Apply MTFE to RNA codes.
Step 7:-Convert MTFE decimal numbers to binary codes use private key5.
Step 8:-Send the binary code. End Step3:-Apply MTFD to get RNA codes.
Step4:-Perform inverse permutation to RNA codes (for each 3 codes) use private key4.
Step5:-Convert from RNA codes to binary codes using special dictionary (private key3).
Step6:-Perform inverse permutation to each (6 bits) use private key2.
Step7:-Convert binary representation to corresponding characters use private key1.
Step8:-Read the secret text characters.
Step 10:-End.
Case Study of the Proposed Method
In this section two examples will be explained in details to show the steps of the proposed method. Consider the secret text that we want to encrypt it is "text". According to the steps of the encryption it will processed as follow in the Figure - 
Step2
Step1
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First the text will be read which is according to the example is "Text" ,secondly the text characters will be converted to binary representation based private key1 ,thirdly every 6 bits will be permutated based private key2,fourthly the binary representation will be converted to RNA codes based private key3 ,fifthly the RNA codes will be permutated based private key4, sixthly the MTF will be applied on RNA codes to get decimal numbers, seventhly the decimal numbers will be converted to binary representation based private key5 , finally the binary representation will be sent.
Another example of the proposed method supposes that the text that we want to provide compression and encryption for it is "Computer". According to steps of the processing proposed method the text will be processed as follow in Figure-4 .
LOOO Figure 4-Example (2) of the proposed Method
First the text will be read which is according to the example is "Computer" ,secondly the text characters will be converted to binary representation based private key1 ,thirdly every 6 bits will be permutated based private key2,fourthly the binary representation will be converted to RNA codes based private key3 ,fifthly the RNA codes will be permutated based private key4, sixthly the MTFE will be applied on RNA codes to get decimal numbers, seventhly the decimal numbers will be converted to binary representation based private key5 , finally the binary representation will be sent.
Discussion of the proposed Method
The proposed method has the following features, every feature based on specific keys. 1) Security: The security of the proposed method is good based on the keys design since some of the keys have huge probabilities (private key1 has 64 64 probabilities, private key2 has 6 6 probabilities, private key3 has 64 64 probabilities where each element (6 bits) has 64 probabilities, private key4 has 3 3 probabilities, and private key5 has 2 2 probabilities), any change in the keys arrangement will provide a huge probabilities. 2) Compression: In normal cases every character has ASCII value and each value is (8 bits) in the proposed method every character will be represented in (6 bits) and processed according to the proposed method steps so the compression ratio for every character will be (6/8=0.75) and the compression factor will be (8/6=1.333). 3,0,0,3,0,3,1,2,0,2,2,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,2,1,3,1,3 Step6
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Conclusions
The proposed method has good compression ratio and good security level. The compression level comes from using MTF method, since each 8 bits will be swapped with 6 bits. The good security level that the proposed method provides comes from based on multi private keys, RNA codes and MTF method together. The private keys are designed in especial ways which increase the security level. Every key has a lot of possibilities which increase the security level of the proposed method.
